COMMUNICATION PRACTICE
brainstorm on PostIts, then group into affinities
Listen...then listen some more
compassion and empathy
Speak up, others may think the same idea as you.
Balance: speaklisten
Consider core values
Good practice for me to listen  and I DID learn stuff!
Don’t assume
Don’t hesitate to contribute even if you hesitate you WILL be voluntold
actually keep in touch with other groups and players in my region
Think before you speak
Please be aware that your actions can affect how a person feels. We are all participants no
matter where we come from or what we look like.
Crosspollination
Stay curious
Step up (I’m talking), Step up (I’m listening)
Keep in mind the good of the group/community
Awareness of cultural and gender influences and listening
Listen to what others say  they may have a perspective you’ve never considered
empathy session before brainstorm
PostIt notes rock! [on PostIt: “Totally”]
Let your voice be heard and your ideas benefit from the input of others
Align thoughts/voice/action!
Keep your yap shut and ears open.
All the practices that empowered/enabled everyone to express opinions!
Check ego at the door.
GREAT IDEA
selfsustaining
To use my skill set to help move things along.
Encouraging and support graduating collegiate players (YES!)
Use of more tech
Commitment to understand another’s point of view so as to advocate for it in meeting/brainstorm
Kickstarter/crowdsource funding
Membership structure
● ensures revenue line item
● encourages sense of “team/community”
● sliding scale encourages participation
“Representing” someone different from yourself gives you a new perspective
TCA
Scholarships!
Capture this energy

Pledge $ between now > 12/31/13
Support collegiate students financially to attend TCA
Universal and equal opportunity to grow and contribute
Taiko outreach
Nurturing the longtime Taikoist/Masters’ Retreat Teachers
Involve subgroups like youth players and collegiate
Hire paid staff: move major decisionmaking to staff; board for oversight
scholarships = :) <3
Include collegiate groups in TCA governance
Time to share insights gained is important (and document)
One 2 One taiko buddies/mentors (yearround)
Neutrality (THIS)
Transparency (THIS)
Remember the nontech using people
NATC Leaders’ Retreat/Recognition (Ditto) (Ditto) (YES!)
Network, connect, advocate for others
open access
greater personal social connection
Stay flexible and you don’t get bent out of shape.
PERSONAL INSIGHT
Taiko peeps are more awesome than imagined.
WOW. So many MINDS. So much EXPERIENCE!
To communicate the TCA mission to everyone
In addition to the huge variety of ideas, there is a great deal of consensus on desires for the
future. (Ditto) (Ditto Ditto) (yes.)
This will be a lot of work, but it is for a worthy and needed cause. (and Wisa, Elise, and Sue will
do most of it...hahaaa!)
Core Values! :)
Lots of ideas...can we translate them into action.
Exciting  this is what the signers of the Declaration of Independence must have felt like!
tap in your potential
Being earnest can get a laugh.
Many brains make bright work. (DITTO!)
This group of people is incredibly open, dedicated, and caring.
We can reach a consensus.
People of different backgrounds but like passions can accomplish huge things.
Constantly impressed with the level of passion and intellect.
Such willingness! Never seen so much in one place.
Yes  we can! (And we will!!)
d.school is amazing!
TCA organizational process needs to be embraced by more organizational systems!
Met some amazing, talented, strong, motivated people!

Our community is passionate and driven
To get beyond myself  perception is everything.
Momentum
it’s not only what TCA can do for you, but also what you can do for TCA. share your skills, take
action.
People are dedicated to make this happen
knowledge, resources are within this group
Having so many great and opposing ideas makes for great conversations that lead to action. :)
cool stuff can come from collective brainstorming
We can come together and work to make great things happen!
Realizing how much time, $ and planning is needed to put on the Conference.
Many different resources
power in numbers when listening to each other
listening = learning

